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Stata Crib Sheet 
 
Below are some Stata functions that you may find useful.  If you cannot remember the 
syntax for what you want to do, use the drop-down menus to find the command. 
 
cd [directory name] 
cd changes the working directory to the drive and directory specified. 
 
log using [filename] 
log allows you to make a full record of your Stata session.  A log is a file containing what 
you type and also Stata’s output.  You will need to produce log files for some homework 
assignments. 
 
codebook [varlist] 
This will give you some information about the variable you specify. 
 
summarize [varlist]  
summarize calculates and displays a variety of univariate summary statistics.  If no varlist 
is specified, summary statistics are calculated for all the variables in the dataset. 
 
summarize [varlist], detail provides additional details, including various percentiles. 
 
generate [type] newvar[:lblname] = exp [if exp] [in range] 
generate creates a new variable.  The values of the variable are specified by = exp. 
 
command if [exp] 
if at the end of a command means the command is to use only the data specified.  if is 
allowed with most Stata commands.  
 
list [varlist] 
This will list the values for the variables specified. 
 
tabulate [varname1] [varname2] 
tabulate produces one- and two-way tables of frequency counts. 
 
sort [varlist] 
sort arranges the observations of the current data in ascending order of the values of the 
variables in varlist. 
 
histogram [varname] 
histogram draws histograms of the variable you specify in varname. 
 
 








   


scatter [varlist] 
scatter draws scatter plots. 
 
regress [depvar] [varlist] 
regress fits a model of depvar on varlist using linear regression. 
 
tabstat [varlist] 
tabstat provides various useful summary statistics for numeric variables in a single table. 
 
tabstat [varlist], stat([statname]) provides specific statistics as specified (for instance, 
mean, median, sum, min, max, etc.). 
 
tabstat displays summary statistics for a series of numeric variables in a single table, 
possibly broken down on (conditioned by) another variable. For instance: 
 
tabstat [varlist] [weight] [if exp] [in range] [, statistics(statname [...]) 
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